There’s No Place Like Home!

Lions and Tigers and Bears oh my! Last week Northeast students put on their first musical production in as far back as well … EVER! This OZ-mazing rendition of the Wizard of OZ held a cast of 125 students who acted, sang and danced! Through three separate performances the cast stunned audiences of their peers, staff, and community members.

Michael Donahoe and Lauren Griffin rallied a team of dedicated parents to pull off this seemingly impossible endeavor! Together, Michael and Lauren hosted three months of rehearsals and found a way for all students in kindergarten through 5th grade who wanted to participate to take part in the play. This type of inclusivity was not only inspiring, but it echoes the Northeast mantra of belonging. Additionally, they coordinated the support of parents who took on roles like sound director, costume creators, choreographers and more! Even our wonderful Wizard of OZ was played by parent, Danny Farkas.

The Wizard of Oz provided us with another opportunity to take pride in our school and reminded us that “There is no place like Northeast!”

A special and huge thank you to Michael and Lauren for their selfless contribution to our community!
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